multiply your good health by the

power of X
Xtraordinary Discovery
Soy’s health beneits are well-established. But only recently have scientists uncovered the nutritional component largely responsible. Studies
now show the key is lunasin, a naturally occurring soy peptide.
Researchers at the University of California-Berkley irst discovered lunasin in 1996. Today 50+ peer-reviewed and published studies from
25+ research institutions demonstrate lunasin’s ability to improve
your health, making it one of the most scientiically supported nutritional compounds available.
LunaRich X™ is the most pure, concentrated form of lunasin ever
produced. You’d have to consume 25 grams of high-quality soy protein to get the same amount of bioactive lunasin found in one 125 mg
capsule of LunaRich X. And documented beneits prove that it supports:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heart health
Cholesterol management
Inlammation reduction
Antioxidant beneits
Improved immunity
Overall cellular health
And the list keeps growing…

Nutrition at a Higher Level
Genome: The blueprint of life — the DNA that makes
you who you are. All 200+ cell types in your body contain
the same genome.
Epigenome: DNA packaging material that works as a
series of genetic switches, signaling your genome which
genes to turn on and of. Determines cell function
(skin cells, liver cells, etc.), as well as how well each cell
performs its function.

Beneits Booster
In addition to its own beneits, the lunasin in LunaRich X increases the
beneits of other bioactive nutrients (like those found in Reliv nutritional
formulas) in two ways:
Synergism: Lunasin works in conjunction with other nutrients, each
with its own efect on genes and physiological pathways. Many health
problems are caused by multiple pathways and their interactions. If you
disrupt these pathways with diferent bioactive nutrients, you can produce a more efective means of prevention.
Increased potency: Lunasin can also increase the potency or eicacy
of other bioactive nutrients. For example, some nutrients are activators
of important genes involved in maintaining health. Once these genes
are activated, lunasin has the ability to further increase their expression
by making them more readily recognized by the cell.

Lunasin: The irst dietary ingredient identiied to afect
gene expression and promote optimal health at the
epigenetic level. Now available in concentrated form in
LunaRich X.
Bottom line: You can’t change your DNA blueprint,
but you can inluence how that DNA expresses itself.
LunaRich X can help.

Upgrade to You 2.0
Think of your cells in computer terms. The DNA in your genome is like hardware, the actual computer components
that perform speciic functions. Your epigenome is like
software, the programs that tell the hardware which functions to perform.
These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

For more information or to order: 866.607.8683 .

wealththrunutrition.com/lunarich-x
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